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feel good essentials 
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the feels
To get to our FEELS, we start by using the finest 

ingredients, hand picked for their quality, flavor and 
efficacy. We then curate a precise blend of 

adaptogens, including Organic Hemp extract, which 
are each designed for a special moment and time of 

day where paradise awaits. 

  

We want to share those magical experiences with 
you in every cup, sip & bite. These are the tiny 
moments that pick you up and make you smile. 
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HELLO GOLDIE botanical tea blends will soothe 
your soul and are infused with CBD hemp extract, 
which can help balance emotions, relieve stress and 
anxiety, and promote an overall calmness to your 
day.  Botanical Tea C B D  B O T A N I C A L  T E A



SUNSHINE
Botanical Tea

Sunny & Sweet.   Like eating wild berries under the 
warm sun.   Our luscious blend of hemp infused 
botanical tea will beam California sunshine over every 
sip and have you feeling sun-soaked. 

Fruity, Light, Berry Sweet  

20mg CBD
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+ Guayusa - balanced energy, increased mental clarity,
essential amino acids that improve mood and induce
relaxation
+ Green Tea - boosts energy
+ Hibiscus - aids with depression, rich in antioxidants,
boosts liver health

Ingredients: Organic Guayusa, Organic Raspberries, Organic Apple Bits, 
Organic Jasmine Green Tea, Organic Hibiscus, Organic Rosehips, Natural 
Flavor (extracted from Strawberries) & Organic Hemp Extract. 

NON-GMO 
VEGAN 
CORN FIBER SACHET 

Retail Price $40                                
Pcs/Retail Box 10  •  Pcs/Carton 24



SMITTEN
Botanical Tea

Warm & Fuzzy.   Like dipping a toe into a pool of soft 
rose petals.   Our romantical, sun-kissed tea is more 
than just a crush.   Take a sip of our sweet and creamy 
hemp infused blend as you sink into a pink sea of 
fragrant bliss.   

+ Shatavari - high in antioxidants, is an adaptogenic
herb which helps your body cope with physical and
emotional stress.
+ Fennel - digestive aid, relieves bloat
+ Green Rooibos - rich in antioxidants, anti-

inflammatory
+ Hibiscus - aids with depression, rich in antioxidants,
boosts liver health
+ Rose - soothes the senses
+ Lavender - calming

Lovely, Floral, Creamy  

20mg CBD
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Retail Price $40                                
Pcs/Retail Box 10  •  Pcs/Carton 24

Ingredients: Organic Shatavari, Organic Fennel, Roses, Green 
Rooibos, Organic Lavender, Chrysanthemum, Organic Hibiscus, 
Natural Flavor (extracted from Vanilla) & Organic Hemp Extract 

NON-GMO 
VEGAN 
CORN FIBER SACHET 



SLEEP IN
SUNDAY

Botanical Tea

Cool & Cozy. Slip into your comfiest jammies, fluff 
your pillow, and take a sip of our soothing hemp 
infused bedtime blend.   Pull those sheets over your 
sleepy eyes and get rested like a sleep in Sunday 
morning, any day of the week.  Sweet dreams. 

+ Rooibos - Mineral rich with Magnesium and Calcium
which help aid in sleep
+ Spearmint - high in antioxidants, improves digestion,
reduces stress
+ Peppermint - improves sleep, relieves bloat
+ Osmanthus Flowers - detoxifies the body

Smooth, Minty, Calming  

20mg CBD
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Retail Price $40                                
Pcs/Retail Box 10  •  Pcs/Carton 24

Ingredients: Rooibos, Organic Spearmint, Organic Peppermint, 
Osmanthus Flowers, Natural and Artificial Flavor (extracted from 
Vanilla) &  Organic Hemp Extract. 

NON-GMO 
VEGAN 
CORN FIBER SACHET 
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SUNDROPS
Add Sundrops to your favorite beverage and enjoy our 
signature dose of 5mg of Organic Hemp derived Nano 
CBD. Take our convenient single dose packets anywhere, 
and drink your way to a sun soaked day!  

2.5mL packets can be added to any beverage or consumed 
directly under your tongue.  

5 mg per serving/100mg per package. 

Liquid sunshine on the go! 

5mg NANO CBD

Retail Price $60                               
Pcs/Retail Box 20  •  Pcs/Carton 12 

Bulk Retail Price $3 
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SUNNY NOTE
Send a Sunny Note to a friend and brighten up their day. 

4x6 note card with Sundrop comes with an envelope ready 
to ship! 

Add Sundrops to your favorite beverage and enjoy our 
signature dose of 5mg of Organic Hemp derived Nano 
CBD. Take our convenient single dose packets anywhere, 
and drink your way to a sun soaked day!  

2.5mL packet can be added to any beverage or consumed 
directly under your tongue.  

5 mg per serving

5mg NANO CBD

Retail Price $5 
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@hello_goldie 

hellogoldie.com 

sales@theplantlore.com


